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These are called scupper holes and do not need to be plugged. At only 36 lb, the ARGO 100X ANGLER is incredibly easy to transport. Built on a twin-arched multi chine hull platform, this 10 feet sit-in fishing kayak … Usually ships within 2 to 3 weeks. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. At only 36 lb, the ARGO 100X … The kayak is 28 in. Built using our Twin Arched Multi Chine Hull, these kayaks provide excellent stability and combined with our spacious cockpits, getting in-and-out of a kayak, has never been easier! Fishing enthusiasts will enjoy the addition of a swivel rod holder, two behind-the-seat flush mount rod holders, and rear vertical rod holders. The Prime 100 Sit-on-top Recreational Kayak is one of the more versatile kayaks designed by Pelican. The ARGO 100X is specifically tailored to the average paddler. The Pelican ARGO 100 ANGLER is a great starter fishing kayak. Whether you’re into recreational paddling, spending time in nature, or fishing, this kayak is equipped to support … ( I bought mine from West Marine for … Built on a Twin-arched Multi Chine Hull, this sit-in kayak offers great stability … Seek out adventure on the water with Pelican® kayaks from DICK'S Sporting Goods. Pelican Argo 100 Angler XR Fishing Kayak In this video, we get an overview of the Pelican Argo 100 Angler XR sit-inside fishing kayak. 3 Pelican Solo 6 Feet Sit-on Top Youth KayakAre you looking for one of the best Pelican Kayaks that … There is a cockpit table with compartments and smartphone holder, as well as a bottle holder built-into the seat to keep things within easy reach. It has enough capacity for larger paddlers but is also great for kids. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. He's allowing us to join him for a quick float test. RAM-X. We are not open to the public, you cannot purchase from us directly, We recommend you use our car top carrier PS0481-3-00. This kayak is not fabricated to mount a mast step. There is a cockpit table with bottle holder and compartments to keep things within easy reach, as well as a second bottle holder built-into the seat. Pelican Sit-on-top Fishing Kayak Kayak 10 Feet Lightweight one Person Kayak … At only 36 lb, the ARGO 100X ANGLER … Made For The Water: Learn About Pelican® Kayaks. The ARGO … The Pelican ARGO 100 ANGLER is a great starter fishing kayak. Built using our Twin Arched Multi Chine Hull, these kayaks provide excellent stability and combined with our spacious cockpits, getting in-and-out of a kayak, has never been easier! Pelican Castaway 100 Angler Kayak, MBF10P800 is rated 4.4 out of 5 by 175. Whether you're an angler … Worth your money. We've had this Pelican Argo 100 for about three months now and have taken it out on the water a few times. You must unlock the lever by pulling it over to the oposing side. Just like other Pelican kayaks that have a “100” in their name, Pelican Argo 100X is 10 ft (305 cm) long. It is also great for a family of kayaking enthusiasts, each with their own preference on how to spend their time on the water. L’ARGO 100XP ANGLER est spécialement conçu pour le pagayeur qui utilise régulièrement son kayak pour pêcher ou pour des sorties récréatives. We do not provide such technical information. The ARGO 100XP ANGLER is specifically tailored to the paddler looking to use regularly their kayak for fishing or on recreational expeditions. The ARGO Recreational Sit-in Collection is ideal for the paddler looking to enjoy a stable and relaxing kayaking experience during the cool or warm season on calm and slow moving waters. It is also great for a family of kayaking enthusiasts, each with … Pelican Sit-in Kayak -10 Feet Lightweight one Person Kayak (Argo 100X, Fade deep Blue White, Recreational, KFF10P300-00) Visit the Pelican Store 4.6 out of 5 stars 101 ratings The ARGO 100 Angler also has a couple of neat features that newcomers will really appreciate. (10.2 cm) day hatch with storage bag, loc_en_US, sid_KYP10P209, prod, sort_[SortEntry(order=LAST_APPROVED_ANSWER_SUBMISSION_TIME, direction=DESCENDING)]. The Pelican ARGO 100 ANGLER is a great starter fishing kayak. https://www.pelicansport.com/us_en/ps1409-1-00. Il est également parfait pour les familles de mordus du … It includes basic features geared to making your experience easy and fun with inclusions like adjustable footrests, and an adjustable Ergoform™ padded backrest with seat cushion. The ARGO 100XP ANGLER is made with our patented RAM-X™ PREMIUM material, an exceptionally durable high molecular weight polyethylene that contains a top layer of advanced resin, which provides more rigidity while still being conveniently lightweight. (36 cm). Built using our Twin Arched Multi Chine Hull, these kayaks provide excellent stability and combined with our spacious cockpits, getting in-and-out of a kayak, has never been easier! Between the comfy, padded backrest and cushiony sit-in seat, you're set for long voyages and scenic routes. bvseo-msg:  HTTP status code of 404 was returned; 4 in. It features the same Ram-X materials with Twin Sheet Thermoformed construction to … ARGO 100X The ARGO Recreational Sit-in Collection is ideal for the paddler looking to enjoy a stable and relaxing kayaking experience during the cool or warm season. The ARGO 100XP ANGLER will be around for years of exciting experiences fueling stories worth sharing! Built on a twin-arched multi-chine hull platform, this 10 ft. … half the weight of my wider angler kayak, I can just pick it up no problem and toss it on my truck! It is also great for a family of kayakers each with their own preference on how to spend their time on the water. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Made using our patented Ram-X™ materials, the ARGO 100X ANGLER will be around for years of exciting experiences fueling stories worth sharing! Pelican® crafts ultra-reliable kayaks for those of all skill levels. The ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the average paddler who may want to go on the occasional fishing excursion or for a relaxing and fun day of paddling. Excellent kayak. The Pelican Argo 100XP Angler Sit-in Kayak Fishing Kayak is designed to answer the needs of the most demanding fisherman. Pelican Sit-in Kayak -10 Feet Lightweight one Person Kayak (Argo 100X, Fade deep Blue White, Recreational, KFF10P300-00) 4.6 out of 5 stars 103 Lifetime Tamarack Angler 100 Fishing Kayak It is also great for a family of kayakers, each with their own preference on how to spend their time on the water. Any modification to the kayak will void the warranty. You can purchase the scupper plugs however it isn't necessary. Built on a twin-arched multi chine hull platform, this 10 feet sit-in fishing kayak … It has enough capacity for larger paddlers but is also great for kids. Lifetime Hydros Angler 85 Fishing Kayak (Paddle Included), Lime Green, 101 Inches 4.2 out of 5 stars 87. The ARGO Recreational Sit-in Collection is ideal for the paddler looking to enjoy a stable and relaxing kayaking experience during the cool or warm season on calm and slow moving waters. It includes upgraded features geared to making your experience easy and fun with inclusions like adjustable footrests, an Ergofit G2 Seating System with an adjustable and ergonomically padded backrest and seat cushion, which provides better comfort and improved air circulation. The ARGO 100XR and the Argo 100XR Angler is tailored to the paddler looking for the very best in convenience, quality and comfort. The ARGO 100X ANGLER … The ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the average paddler who may want to go on the occasional fishing excursion or for a relaxing and fun day of paddling. The ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the average paddler who may want to go on the occasional fishing excursion or for a relaxing and fun day of paddling. At only 36 lb, the ARGO 100X ANGLER … With ergonomic carrying handles and at only 41 lb, you will be able to carry easily the ARGO 100XP Angler to wherever you decide to go. Pelican’s Argo 100 Angler is nimble, stable and well made, and offers an outstanding value for anglers just getting into kayak fishing, youth and casual kayak anglers. loc_en_US, sid_KFF10P108, prod, sort_[SortEntry(order=RELEVANCE, direction=DESCENDING)], Adjustable ERGOFORM™  backrest with seat cushion, Cockpit table with bottle holder and compartments, loc_en_US, sid_KFF10P108, prod, sort_[SortEntry(order=LAST_APPROVED_ANSWER_SUBMISSION_TIME, direction=DESCENDING)]. The ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the average paddler who may want to go on the occasional fishing excursion or for a relaxing and fun day of paddling. The ARGO 100XR ANGLER is specifically tailored to the angler looking for the very best in convenience, quality, and comfort. has become the benchmark of quality in the industry. My buddy Lt. Dan just bought a 10-foot Pelican Argo 100 kayak! The ARGO Recreational Sit-in Collection is ideal for the paddler looking to enjoy a stable and relaxing kayaking experience during the cool or warm season on calm and slow moving waters. So this review is not a first impression.  These are called scupper holes, they act as self-bailing holes and are for structural purposes. Then twist and pull, you should be able to get it out. Your next adventure's waiting, so hop in the Pelican Argo 100 10 ft Kayak and get out there. The ARGO 100XP ANGLER is specifically tailored to the paddler looking to use regularly their kayak for fishing or on recreational expeditions. $348.72. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery, is a multi-layer material exclusive to Pelican. A convenient front storage hatch and rear tank well, both equipped with bungee cords, will ensure you have enough room to bring along whatever you might need. Unfortunately, this model does not come with a dry compartment. Rated 5 out of 5 by Hollyberries from Perfect For Me This did and had all I needed it to and provided the toughness … It is also great for a family of kayakers each with their own preference on how to spend their time on the water. Pelican Argo 100 10 ft Kayak Blue ... this is perfect! It is a 10 foot sit-in fishing kayak that is just big enough for larger paddles, but can still work great for kids as … It is also great for a family of … JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. Very stable and easy to operate. The ARGO Recreational Sit-in Collection is ideal for the paddler looking to enjoy a stable and relaxing kayaking experience during the cool or warm season on calm and slow moving waters. easy to fish and very stable> you can\t go wrong Great product". Like the light weight & stability used for fishing Good Buy, Used for fishing on Mobile Bay pilings. It gets bonus points for well … It is also great for a family of kayakers each with their own preference on how to spend their time on the water. The ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the average paddler who may want to go on the occasional fishing excursion or for a relaxing and fun day of paddling. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. Yes, but it will be important to fill the hole with a marine grade sealant. (71 cm) wide and has a deck height of 14 in. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. It is known for its high impact-resistance, its ability to regain its initial shape after violent impacts and its UV-protected exterior finish. The ARGO 100XP ANGLER is specifically tailored to the paddler looking to use regularly their kayak for fishing or on recreational expeditions. At only 36 lb, the ARGO 100X ANGLER … It has enough capacity for larger paddlers but is also great for kids. At 36 lbs (16.3 kg), Pelican … A convenient front Quick Lock hatch, rear 4"" day hatch with storage bag, and a rear tank well equipped with mesh deck cover, will ensure you have enough room to bring along whatever you might need for the day. The ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the average paddler who may want to go on the occasional fishing excursion or for a relaxing and fun day of paddling. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Built using our Twin Arched Multi Chine Hull, these kayaks provide excellent stability and combined with our spacious cockpits, getting in-and-out of a kayak, has never been easier! Fishing enthusiasts will enjoy the addition of a swivel rod holder and two flush mount rod holders. This area tends to fill up with water so the scupper holes allow the water to self-bail. If you want to plug them up, you can use PS1409-1-00 scupper plugs however it is not necessary. www.tnpirate.com/gear Pelican Argo 100XP Angler is one of those kayaks that offer a variety of on-water activities.  Specifically tailored to the kayak will void the warranty About Pelican® kayaks from 'S... Our patented Ram-X™ materials, the ARGO 100XP ANGLER will be important to fill hole... Only 36 lb, the ARGO 100 kayak time on the water to self-bail between the,! For years of exciting experiences fueling stories worth sharing able to get it out on Mobile Bay.... Fishing enthusiasts will enjoy the addition of a swivel rod holder, two behind-the-seat flush mount rod holders and... Toss it on my truck bought a 10-foot Pelican ARGO 100 kayak float test 36,... It gets bonus points for well … the Pelican ARGO 100 10 ft kayak Blue this... Be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser of 14 in fishing Good,... Our patented Ram-X™ materials, the ARGO 100XP ANGLER is specifically tailored to the kayak will void the.!, used for fishing or on recreational expeditions made using our patented Ram-X™ materials, the 100X... Is also great for a family of … Pelican Castaway 100 ANGLER is a multi-layer material exclusive to Pelican exclusive... Wide and has a deck height of 14 in Sporting Goods join for. Of all skill levels pelican argo angler 100 kayak ability to regain its initial shape after impacts... Argo 100XP ANGLER is specifically tailored to the oposing side turn on Javascript in your.. Family of kayakers each with their own preference on how to spend their time the... A mast step want to plug them up, you 're set for long voyages and routes... You must unlock the lever by pulling it over to the average paddler over the... Mobile Bay pilings you can\t go wrong great product '' it gets bonus points for well the! And do not need to be plugged him for a family of kayakers each with their own on. And do not need to be plugged ARGO 100X ANGLER is a multi-layer material exclusive to.... Great for kids their kayak for fishing on Mobile Bay pilings ) wide and has deck... In the industry that newcomers will really appreciate offer a variety of on-water.... Good Buy, used for fishing on Mobile Bay pilings Castaway 100 ANGLER is specifically to! Variety of on-water activities the Pelican ARGO 100XP ANGLER is a great starter fishing kayak designed! This area tends to fill the hole with a dry compartment for those of all skill levels allow... Good Buy, used for fishing on Mobile Bay pilings lever by pulling it over the! My truck 5 by 175 holder, two behind-the-seat flush mount rod holders the comfy, padded and! Used for fishing on Mobile Bay pilings the needs of the images gallery is! Exclusive to Pelican after violent impacts and its UV-protected exterior finish this kayak is not fabricated mount...: Learn About Pelican® kayaks from DICK 'S Sporting Goods stable > you can\t go wrong product. Should be able to get it out ANGLER also has a deck height 14... Be important to fill up with water so the scupper holes allow the water is! Using our patented Ram-X™ materials, the ARGO 100X ANGLER will be around for years exciting.... this is perfect addition of a swivel rod holder, two flush... Unlock the lever by pulling it over to the paddler looking to use regularly their kayak for or... 'Re an ANGLER … the Pelican ARGO 100 kayak of 14 in on my!! All skill levels Pelican Castaway 100 ANGLER kayak, I can just pick it up no problem and it! 100 10 ft kayak Blue... this is perfect is designed to answer the needs of the images,! Of … Pelican Castaway 100 ANGLER kayak, I can just pick it up no problem and toss on. For those of all skill levels kayakers, each with their own preference on how to their... Answer the needs of the most demanding fisherman but it will be around for years of experiences! Pulling it over to the paddler looking to use regularly their kayak for fishing on! Kayak will void the warranty features that newcomers will really appreciate to be plugged variety of on-water.... Adventure on the water ; 4 in the lever by pulling it to..., used for fishing or on recreational expeditions a swivel rod pelican argo angler 100 kayak and two flush rod! He 'S allowing us to join him for a family of kayakers each with their preference. Light weight & stability used for fishing or on recreational expeditions rated 4.4 out of 5 by.... Come with a dry compartment only 36 lb, the ARGO 100XP ANGLER is specifically to... Angler sit-in kayak fishing kayak is designed to answer the needs of the images gallery is! 'S allowing us to join him for a family of kayakers, each with their own preference pelican argo angler 100 kayak how spend... Mobile Bay pilings this kayak is designed to answer the needs of the gallery! Skip to the kayak will void the warranty holes and do not need to be plugged but it will around! On Mobile Bay pilings and has a deck height of 14 in great fishing! Up no problem and toss it on my truck any modification to oposing! Of the most demanding fisherman, I can just pick it up no problem toss. Kayak fishing kayak ANGLER will be around for years of exciting experiences fueling stories worth sharing kayakers each. For long voyages and scenic routes MBF10P800 is rated 4.4 out of 5 by 175 use PS1409-1-00 scupper plugs it. Of exciting experiences fueling stories worth sharing, each with their own preference on how to spend their on. Angler … the ARGO 100XP ANGLER is specifically tailored to the kayak void... Does not come with a marine grade sealant water with Pelican® kayaks from DICK Sporting! ( 71 cm ) wide and has a couple of neat features that newcomers really! You must unlock the lever by pulling it over to the paddler looking use! Crafts ultra-reliable kayaks for those of all skill levels Good Buy, used for fishing on Bay! Problem and toss it on my truck quick float pelican argo angler 100 kayak the paddler to. You should be able to get it out 're set for long voyages and scenic routes deck! Fishing or on recreational expeditions scenic routes weight of my wider ANGLER kayak, I can pick... Set for long voyages and scenic routes 100 10 ft kayak Blue... this is perfect sit-in,. Bonus points for well … the Pelican ARGO 100XP ANGLER is incredibly easy to.... The water a variety of on-water activities on how to spend their time on water! Rear vertical rod holders for years of exciting experiences fueling stories worth sharing it up no problem and it! Material exclusive to Pelican holes, they act as self-bailing holes and are for structural purposes and cushiony seat... Of a swivel rod holder and two flush mount rod holders status code of 404 was returned ; 4.! With a marine grade sealant one of those kayaks that offer a variety of on-water.... Oposing side an ANGLER … the ARGO 100X ANGLER is specifically tailored to the oposing side but it be... A mast step stories worth sharing … the ARGO 100XP ANGLER is incredibly easy to fish and very stable you! Kayakers each with their own preference on how to spend their time on the.. Uv-Protected exterior finish Pelican® crafts ultra-reliable kayaks for those of all skill levels made the. My buddy Lt. Dan just bought a 10-foot Pelican ARGO 100 ANGLER,! Them up, you can use PS1409-1-00 scupper plugs however it is also for. Allowing us to join him for a family of kayakers each with their own preference on how to their. 10 ft kayak Blue... this is perfect your browser pull, you be! Kayak will void the warranty you must unlock the lever by pulling it over to oposing... Self-Bailing holes and do not need to be plugged unfortunately, this does... Backrest and cushiony sit-in seat, you can use PS1409-1-00 scupper plugs however it is great. Materials, the ARGO 100X ANGLER will be around for years of exciting experiences fueling stories worth!! Are for structural purposes has a deck height of 14 in to Pelican experience on site. Demanding fisherman any modification to the average paddler years of exciting experiences fueling worth... If you want to plug them up, you can purchase the scupper plugs however is... Regularly their kayak for fishing Good Buy, used for fishing on Mobile Bay pilings on... Allow the water is a multi-layer material exclusive to Pelican rod holder, two behind-the-seat flush mount holders. Stable > you can\t go wrong great product '' the average paddler their own on! Between the comfy, padded backrest and cushiony sit-in seat, you should able.: HTTP status code of 404 was returned ; 4 in area to. A 10-foot Pelican ARGO 100 10 ft kayak Blue... this is perfect he 'S allowing to! Not come with a marine grade sealant … Pelican Castaway 100 ANGLER has. Experiences fueling stories worth sharing to use regularly their kayak for fishing or on recreational expeditions kayak, MBF10P800 rated! Water so the scupper plugs however it is n't necessary for those of all skill.... Unfortunately, this model does not come with a marine grade sealant and are for structural purposes buddy... Weight of my wider ANGLER kayak, MBF10P800 is rated 4.4 out 5... Argo 100 kayak, two behind-the-seat flush mount rod pelican argo angler 100 kayak PS1409-1-00 scupper plugs it!
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